Library webpage
Finding books and articles (http://www.up.ac.za)
Search ‘Everything’ (books, articles, etc)

On the WorldCat Discovery library system (UP library catalogue) (http://www.up.ac.za)
“Everything” searches…
across all our content but list books first

Step 1: Click on “Everything”
Step 2: Type a keyword/phrase in the search block e.g. “African philosophy”
Step 3: Click on magnifying glass next to search block OR press Enter key on your keyboard.
Step 4: Results will appear
Step 5: Set the Filters / limiters: tick the filters that you want to use.
Step 6: Interpret Results
Results and filters from WorldCat
Set the ‘Filters’ in WorldCat

Sort by “Library and Relevance” / “Date (Newest First)”
Setting ‘Filters’ in WorldCat (cont.)

“Library” refer to where the search was performed (University of Pretoria Libraries)
Setting ‘Filters’ in WorldCat (cont.)

“Content” refers to sources available in full text

“Format” refers to different types of sources e.g. books
Setting ‘Filters’ in WorldCat

- “All Authors” should remain marked (ticked) except if searching for a specific author.
- “Year” CHANGE to the last five years if applicable
Results screen interpretation:
Different formats and shelf indications

Format:
Print book
e-Book
Article

Printed book available in Merensky Library on Level 1 in the open collection*
Shelf number 190.9 Philosophy
Currently taken out and back on the 18th of June 2016
Results screen interpretation:

Individual record

3. African philosophy of education reconsidered on being human
by Yusef Waghid
eBook 2013

Other Editions & Formats
Database: WorldCat
Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

View online

*All sources electronically available will display

Title of item e.g.: *eBook
Author
*EDITION
Item: in our collection
Click here to view full text
Printed book from the Education Library

6. New frontiers in the teaching of African and diaspora history and culture

by Tunde Babawale, Akin Alao, Tony Onwumah

Print book ©2010

Other Editions & Formats

Database: WorldCat
Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

Education Library Open Collection  EDU 960.072 NEW  Available

Educational branch library  Prefix EDU  Book on the shelf
Finding the latest editions:

First steps in research

by Kobus Maree

Print book 2007

Other Editions & Formats

Database: WorldCat

Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

Note: make sure that the latest edition is available in 'Held by University of Pretoria Libraries'

Click on Other Editions and formats to see more recent editions of this book.
Create a list of source details to be emailed:

Export option to a Reference Manager e.g. Endnote

Click on the star next to the record you want save in a temporary list to e-mail. It becomes blue once it is marked. The amount of blue stars will reflect at “My List”.
Access the full text (eBooks and articles):

7. **The place of South African philosophy in the future of South African philosophy**
   by Bernard Matolino
   
   Article 2015
   Social Dynamics v41 n3 (20151119): 399-414
   No other Editions or Formats
   Database: CrossRef
   Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

[View online]
Full text: “PDF” format
The place of South African philosophy in the future of South African philosophy

Bernard Matolino

To cite this article: Bernard Matolino (2015) The place of South African philosophy in the future of South African philosophy, Social Dynamics, 41:3, 399-414, DOI: 10.1080/02533952.2015.1092311

To link to this article: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/02533952.2015.1092311
Looking up a specific reference:

Accessing an article where the full bibliographic reference is known, e.g.


- Steps to follow:
  - Use “Everything” entering the full article title in quotations “…”
  - Access the article, clicking on View online
  - If the article is not available under “Everything” go to Google Scholar
Looking up a specific reference (cont.)

Google Scholar

- If the article is not available under “Everything” go to Google Scholar

Search

"Action research: professional development to help support and retain early career teachers"
Looking up a specific reference (cont.)

Google Scholar (cont.)

*Action research: professional development to help support and retain early career teachers*

K Ado - Educational action research, 2013 - Taylor & Francis

This article analyzes how participation in teacher-led, semester-long, action research projects influences early career teacher (fewer than three years of teaching experience) perceptions of support and learning. All teachers at an urban, newly developed, small... Cited by 21 Related articles All 3 versions Cite Save

Showing the best result for this search. See all results

Full text access
UPSpace (searching UP Thesis)

Institutional Repository (Thesis) of the University of Pretoria

- Type the **title** of the thesis in the search block and enter.
- Click on **View / Open** to see text in PDF of chosen thesis
UPSpace (searching UP Thesis) (cont.)

Institutional Repository (Thesis and Articles) of the University of Pretoria

- Type your **keywords** in the search block and enter.
- Choose from the options to “Browse” e.g. “Communities and Collections”
- Click on **View / Open** to see text in PDF of chosen thesis.
For assistance
Feel free to contact us

- Library webpage: http://www.up.ac.za

Information Specialist
- Liesl Stieger (liesl.stieger@up.ac.za / 012 420 5559)
- Maggie Moropane (maggie.moropane@up.ac.za / 012 420 5565)
- Sonja Delport (sonja.delport@up.ac.za / 012 420 5545)
Thank You